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Summary
Earlier CPUE-based SCAA assessments of the 2+3KLMNO Greenland halibut resource by
Butterworth and Rademeyer are updated by taking account of some data adjustments and
adjusting methodology for consistency with refinements of the SCAA methodology now applied
to survey based. Results are qualitatively unchanged, indicating a resource currently at an
intermediate level of depletion, and increasing over recent years in line with recent increases in
CPUE.

Introduction
The assessments presented in this paper for the Greenland halibut resource are based on the New Baseline
(Butterworth and Rademeyer, 2009a) methodology, except that instead of fitting to survey indices of abundance
and survey catch-at-age information, the model is fit to CPUE series treated as indices of relative abundance.
The fits continue to take account of commercial catch-at-age data.
The open-ended depth ranges for certain depth strata in the analyses of Brandão et al. (2009) have been reduced
to finite ranges for which it can reasonably be assumed that fishing effort extends throughout such revised strata.
Table 1 describes the factors levels and highlights the areas that have changed from the Brandão et al. (2009)
analysis. Table 2 gives the updated GLM results, while Fig. 1 compares the trends of the GLM analyses with the
old and new area weights (it is evident that the changes to the weights make little difference).
The model is therefore fit to three sets of CPUE series:
a)

five CPUE series available from the Canadian (Brodie et al., 2008), Spanish (Gonzáles, pers. commn)
and Portuguese (Vargas et al. 2008) fleets (with the three Portuguese CPUE series each given a weight
of 1/3 relative to the Spanish and Canadian series), Table 3;

b) three CPUE series for GLM model 4 (with Division*year interactions) (from Brandão et al. (2009)
with new area-weights (Table 2); and
c)

three CPUE series for GLM model 5 (with Depth*year interactions) from Brandão et al. (2009) with
new area-weights (Table 2).

Methods
The specifications used for the models in this paper are as that for the New Baseline (Butterworth and
Rademeyer, 2009a), except that instead of fitting to survey indices of abundance and survey catch-at-age
information, the model is fit to CPUE series treated as indices of relative abundance, as was done in Butterworth
and Rademeyer (2009b). The contribution by the CPUE series to the log-likelihood is described in Appendix B
of Butterworth and Rademeyer (2009c). Five CPUE series are available from the Canadian, Spanish and
Portuguese fleets (see Appendix A, Table A1). Serial correlation is estimated for the CPUE series, but not for
the commercial CAA (as for the New Baseline).
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Results and Discussion
The steepness parameter h is fixed to 0.9 as initial model fits treating h as an estimable parameter led to
estimates approaching the upper boundary set close to 1
Fig. 2 compares the biomass trajectories for the three SCAA fitting to CPUE series and the XSA results. Fig. 3
shows the average commercial selectivity estimated (note that this is subject to inter-annual variability governed
by σΩ = 2 as in Butterworth and Rademeyer (2009b)). Fig. 4 shows diagnostics for the fits to the CPUE series,
and Fig. 5 similarly for that to the commercial CAA. Note that there is no obvious indication of pattern in the
CAA residuals.
Broadly speaking these updated results are very similar to those in Butterworth and Rademeyer (2009b). The
resource is estimated to be at an intermediate level of depletion, and increasing over recent years in line with
recent increases in CPUE.
Ideally this analysis should be conducted using fleet-specific selectivity patterns, but we understand that the
fleet-disaggregated catch and CAA data that would be required for this are not available.
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Table 1: Description of the factor levels for the Canadian, Spanish and Portuguese data. For the Division and
Depth factors, the values in parentheses represent the size of the corresponding open ocean area in n.m2, these
have been updated (shaded cells, Power, pers. commn) to reflect the fished areas rather than total areas.

Table 2: Standardized CPUE for Greenland halibut from Canadian, Spanish and Portuguese fleets for the GLMs
models 4 and 5 with interaction with updated area-weights.
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Table 3: Standardized CPUE for Greenland halibut from Canadian otter trawl fleet, Div. 2HJ3KL (Brodie et al.,
2008), from Spanish fleet, Div. 3LMNO (González, pers. commn) and from Portuguese fleet, by Division, for
Div. 3LMN (Vargas et al., 2008).
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Table 4: Results of fits of three SCAA variants (see text for details) to the commercial catch and CPUE data
Biomass-related quantities are given in ‘000 tons. Values fixed on input rather than estimated are shown in bold.
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Fig. 1: Standardised CPUE for the GLMs models 4 and 5 with interactions from Brandão et al. (2009) and with
the new area-weights.

Fig. 2: Total, exploitable (5-9) and spawning (10+) biomass trajectories for the three SCAA fits to CPUE series
and the commercial proportions-at-age data.

Fig. 3: Commercial selectivity-at-age as estimated for case 1.
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Fig. 4: Fit to the CPUE and CPUE residuals for CPUE model 1. Residuals are shown both before and after adjustment for serial correlation.

Fig. 5: Fit to the commercial CAA for CPUE model 1, first averaged over all years and then with residuals shown in the standard bubble plot format.

